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In 2006 the International Requirements Engineering
Board (IREB) e.V. [IREB] was founded by renowned
Requirements Engineering representatives from
business, consulting, training, research and science. I t is
the clear intention of IREB to improve the knowledge in
RE and its application and to create an international
accepted basis for communication in this field. To
achieve this the IREB decided to provide the Foundation
Level syl labus on a knowledge level of an advanced
beginner according to the Dreyfus model of skil l
acquisition [Dreyfus]. This decision has been drawn in
order to reach as many professionals in the community
as possible and not only the already high qualified ones.
The latter may aim for the CPRE Advanced Level
modules which offer sound knowledge in specific fields of
Requirements Engineering.

Why did the IREB not just provide a body of knowledge
but develop a complete certification scheme? The reason
is pretty simple: Companies who recognize a certification
scheme as valuable, start to invest in education in this
discipl ine as well . Whatever notion one has of
certifications, certifications are a successful instrument to
create interest at organizations to invest in education.
And not al l people out in the community are
Requirements Engineering and Business Analysis
special ists, not al l of them do have a university degree in
Systems or Software Engineering. Many of them get
involved in Requirements Engineering in a project by
chance, or they move from another role into an RE role.
For this audience a high level certification scheme is
worthless, they all need support on an entry level stage.

The CPRE Foundation Level syllabus
Due to the nature of a syl labus, the topics are not
discussed in detai l but learning objectives are defined for
each of them. The official companion book to the CPRE
Foundation Level Requirements Engineering
Fundamentals [Pohl, Rupp] is discussing al l the topics in
detai l and can be regarded as the body of knowledge for
the CPRE Foundation Level. For the Advanced Level
modules IREB wil l publ ish handbooks free available as
PDF documents for download from the IREB website
which cover the topics in detai l . The CPRE Foundation
Level syl labus [CPRE FL] covers the most important

topics of Requirements Engineering:
• Introduction and Foundations: This section highl ights
the important role of RE in software and systems
development. I t offers definitions for the most
important terms in RE and provides fundamentals
of communication theory and requirements types.

• System and System Context: How to define the
considered system and its boundaries and context
and how to delineate it from the irrelevant
environment.

• Requirements Elicitation: How to identify stakeholders
and how to deal with them. Introduction of different
types of el icitation techniques and how and in which
context they should be used.

• Requirements Documentation: Importance of
requirements documentation, basic rules, structure
and quality criteria for requirements documents.
Introduction of different types of requirements
documents and importance of a glossary.

• Documentation of Requirements using Natural
Language: Effects of natural language and common
problems when documenting requirements in prose.
How to avoid these by using requirements templates.

• Model-based Documentation of Requirements:
Documenting requirements with models; different
types of models and how and when to use them.

• Requirements validation and negotiation: How to
ensure that the documented requirements meet the
predetermined quality criteria, such as correctness
and agreement. Identifying confl icts between
stakeholders and resolving them.

• Requirements Management: Assigning attributes to
requirements, defining views on requirements,
prioritizing requirements, and tracing requirements as
well as versioning requirements and managing
requirement changes. This includes individual
requirements as well as complete requirements
documents.

• Tool Support: Discussion of different types of tools
and how to evaluate and introduce them.

By now the Foundation Level syl labus is available in
English, French, German, Polish, Portuguese (Brazil)
and Spanish. Other languages (e.g. Chinese) are in
preparation.

A guide to the CPRE
Since its inception the CPRE Foundation Level certification from IREB
has evolved to the most achieved certificate in Requirements
Engineering (RE) worldwide. Right now over 1 3,500 people have been
certified worldwide in about 50 countries. So what is it al l about, how is it
set up, what are the contents of the CPRE syllabi and how does the
CPRE compare to other certifications?
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The CPRE Advanced Level syllabi
The CPRE Advanced Level [CPRE AL] consists of a set
of modules which offer sound knowledge in specific fields
of Requirements Engineering. Currently two modules are
published. Contrary to the Foundation Level, the
Advanced Level modules are only available in English
and German.

Requirements Elicitation & Consolidation: Different
sources of requirements are discussed along with many
elicitation techniques l ike questioning techniques,
observation techniques, creativity techniques and
artifact-based techniques. Confl ict resolution is
supported by a various set of consolidation techniques
and clear guidel ines in which situation to use which
technique. The module Requirements Elicitation &
Consolidation is available in English and German.

Requirements Modeling: How to use models for
requirements el icitation and documentation. The main
focus is on modeling of information structures, functions,
behavior and scenarios in Requirements Engineering.
The module Requirements Modeling is currently
available in German only; English wil l be published
probably mid of 201 4.

The module Requirements Management is in preparation
and wil l be published in 201 4.

The CPRE Glossary
The CPRE glossary complements the CPRE Foundation
Level companion book Requirements Engineering
Fundamentals [Pohl, Rupp 2011 ]. The definitions in the
book and the definitions in the glossary have been
aligned with each other. In the current state, 1 28 terms
have been defined, covering the base terminology to a
large extent. There are sti l l some gaps with respect to the
terminology related to processes, project management,
and product management. Special terms, for example of
specific techniques for requirements el icitation or confl ict
resolution, are also sti l l missing. I t is planned to fi l l these

gaps incremental ly in the future.

The CPRE certification
IREB strictly separates the subject matter related work
from training and certification – compliant to the ISO/IEC
1 7024:201 2 standard. Contrary to other certification
schemes exams are neither conducted by the holder of
the certification scheme itself (IREB) nor by the
employees of a training provider. Exams are conducted
by certification bodies as personally and organizational ly
independent organizations. This model ensures fairness
and neutral ity of the examinations and avoids confl icts of
interests.
The exams for the Foundation Level can be taken in
English, French, German, Portuguese (Brazil), Spanish
and soon in Chinese. The Advanced Level exams can be
taken in English and German.

Practice exams for self-assessment of the candidates are
available for download on the IREB website for the
Foundation Level and the Advanced Level modules. This
helps the candidates to verify whether they are well
prepared for the real examination.

Relation to other certification programs
There are two other important certifications which overlap
in some way with the CPRE: The CCBA/CBAP from I IBA
and the Certificate in Requirements Engineering from
BCS. How are they related to each other?

The CCBA/CBAP and the CPRE are often regarded as
competitive certifications, but if you have a close look at
them they are not! First, the CPRE clearly focuses on
Requirements Engineering, which is definitely very
important, but only a part of the Business Analysis field;
whereas the CCBA/CBAP cover the complete area of
Business Analysis. Second, with its high entry criteria the
CCBA/CBAP are clearly addressing the advanced
professionals, whereas the CPRE Foundation Level is
addressing the advanced beginner. Together with the
CPRE Advanced Level modules the CPRE is offering an
education path for the professionals. This underl ines the
approach of IREB to motivate al l professionals to
improve their ski l ls and to foster the application of
Requirements Engineering - not only the experienced
ones.

As well the level of detai l is quite different for the CPRE
and CCBA/CBAP. The CCBA/CBAP are dealing with the
topic more on a strategic level whereas the CPRE is
more on a practical hands on level. Christoph Wolf,
Manager Business Analysis, Sunrise Communications
AG, Switzerland describes it l ike this: When we were

IREB, I IBA and BCS

The structure of the CPRE certification scheme

In the current state, 1 28 terms have
been defined, covering the base
terminology to a large extent
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introducing structured business analysis at Sunrise, we
used the BABOK® Guide from the I IBA. This served as
the basis for the definition of our processes, which are
described there in some detail . When we then wanted to
implement a training curriculum and certification
program, we moved ful ly in the direction of the
IREB/CPRE. The CPRE syllabi offer in our opinion a
more practice oriented approach. The focus there is on
concrete methods and techniques for requirements
el icitation, documentation, management and confl ict
resolution, which are not treated in the same depth by
the I IBA. In my opinion the use of the BABOK® Guide for
process definition and the CPRE for requirements
engineering training and certification complement each
other ideally.

Another major difference is the need for re-certification in
the CCBA/CBAP, whereas there is no such need in the
CPRE certification program. In the CCBA/CBAP scheme
one has to re-certify every three years raising renewal
fees and the need to demonstrate a proof of continuous
personal development. IREB doesn’t see any need for
re-certification as the principles and basic concepts of

Requirements Engineering are not changing fast.

CBAP and the CPRE started about the same time,
however the number of CPRE certificates issued globally
is much bigger and the growth of the uptake much faster.
Currently there are 3205 CBAP and 440 CCBA holders
compared to 1 3.438 CPRE Foundation Level holders
(latest figures can be found on www.theiiba.org and
www.ireb.org).

The setup of the Certificate in Requirements Engineering
in the BA diploma program from BCS (formerly known as
ISEB) is much more comparable to the IREB CPRE. The
Certificate in Requirements Engineering is part of a
whole certification program of BCS and just one brick in
the BCS Business Analysis Diploma. The CPRE
Foundation Level and the BCS Certificate in
Requirements Engineering do have an overlap of about
80%. Therefore the IREB and the BCS have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding in November 201 2
where it is agreed that
• Candidates that have completed the IREB’s CPRE
Foundation Level are exempt from taking the BCS
Certificate in Requirements Engineering to achieve
their Diploma.

• Candidates that have completed the BCS Certificate
in Requirements Engineering are exempt from taking
the IREB CPRE Foundation Level to progress to the
CPRE Advanced Level.

Although the BCS is very well known in Great Britain and
the BA diploma program is very successful there, it
doesn’t play a significant role outside the UK.

So rather than deciding between the CPRE and the other
certification schemes, there is reasonable way to fol low a
career path by starting with the IREB CPRE and then
advancing to one of the higher qualifications, either with
the IREB Advanced Level modules or with one of the
other schemes.

The CPRE in the Netherlands
In 2008 the first professionals have been certified in the
Foundation Level in the Netherlands. Due to the very
strong support from the six Dutch CPRE Training
Providers the numbers grew very fast and led to more
than 500 certified professionals in the Foundation Level
today. Recently trainings for the CPRE Advanced Level
Requirements Elicitation & Consolidation have been
started and the first certificates wil l be awarded sti l l in
201 3. This has been the result of joint efforts of IREB, the

IREB, I IBA and BCS
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recognized Training Providers and iSQI who takes the
exams.

Wrap up
With over 1 3.500 certified professionals the CPRE of
IREB is probably the most successful certification
scheme in Requirements Engineering worldwide. The
Foundation Level focusses on the advanced beginner
and together with the Advanced Level modules and the
planned Expert Level it offers a comprehensive career
path for Requirements Engineers and Business
Analysts. Professionals can start their qualification by
achieving a CPRE Foundation Level certificate and
then approach to the CPRE Advanced Level, the BCS
Diploma in Business Analysis or the CCBA/CBAP.
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